By the end of the weekend, the emphasis of R/O Week was beginning to switch from the fraternities back to the dormitories. There were more big parties and free meals coming from the dormitories this year than in the past. Many living groups employed considerably different rush strategies this year — differences which were reflected in what freshmen wrote on their dormitory preference cards. Pictured above right is a dinner in the courtyard of Senior House, a traditionally undersubscribed dorm which was oversubscribed this year. In upper left is a photo of the aftermath of Burton House's Sunday night party.

R/O Week, Tuesday afternoon: In Burton, skits were presented by the various floors in an attempt to convey the different floor environments to the typically bewildered freshmen. Here, Bruce Brunson '79 demonstrates his bartending ability to B.T. Bomber, an "incoming freshman."

Court seemed to be happy with their experience so far. A freshman from Nebraska said he "wasn't actually at MIT. One freshman from Nebraska said he wasn't Advisor. They range from graduate students to the Director of Admissions. Peter Richardson, advises a group of freshmen.

The Activities Midway points out the infinite diversity of student interests here. Everything was present, from singing groups to the SIPB with their impressive collection of computer technology. Above are two members of the Society for Creative Anachronism.